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A collection of poems celebrating the habits and habitat of Emperor penguins.
Told from the point of view of Jean Baptiste Charbonneau, the baby on Sacagawea’s back, this breathtaking picture book reveals the
adventure and natural wonders that Lewis and Clark encountered on their Western expedition in the early 1800s. Donna Jo Napoli’s lyrical
text and Jim Madsen’s majestic artwork offer a fresh perspective on the remarkable sights and sounds of a young country, and give voice to
a character readers are already familiar with: baby Charbonneau is shown on the golden Sacagawea dollar.
Fourteen poems about feathered creatures include brief facts about the birds that are pictured with each poem.
Here is a perfect little gift: the most beloved poems by the most essential American poet of the last century Gathered here are the gems of
William Carlos Williams’s astonishing achievements in poetry. Dramatic, energetic, beautiful, and true, this slim selection will delight any
reader—The Red Wheelbarrow & Other Poems is a book to be treasured.
When you're in the world of Jack Prelutsky, anything can happen. Ogres run wild, dragons sing, and baby uggs hatch. . . . Frogs wear red
suspenders in a rainstorm of pigs and noodles. . . . Scranimals gallivant under a pizza the size of the sun. . . . Even the new kid on the block
can see that the nation's first Children's Poet Laureate is something big. So, what are you waiting for? Let your parents think you're sleeping,
and ride a purple pelican to a land where imagination is king, ridiculous rhymes rule, and laughing out loud is guaranteed! These are Jack
Prelutsky's greatest hits! This magnificent treasury of more than one hundred of Jack Prelutsky's most celebrated verses, along with fifteen allnew poems, is a tribute to his gifts to children's literature over the past forty years. Lushly illustrated by rising star Brandon Dorman and
featuring a CD with classic performances by the poet himself, it is the perfect volume for any poetry lover's bookshelf.
What the Heart Knows: Chants, Charms, and Blessings is a collection of poems to provide comfort, courage, and humor at difficult or
daunting moments in life. It conjures forth laments, spells, invocations, chants, blessings, promises, songs, and charms. Here are pleas on
how to repair a friendship, wishes to transform one’s life or to slow down time, charms to face the shame of a disapproving crowd,
invocations to ask for forgiveness, to understand the mysteries of happiness, and to bravely face a dark and different world. These words
help us remember or grieve; they bolster courage and guard against evil; they help us celebrate and give thanks. This elegant gift book also
includes a red ribbon for readers to mark their favorite poems. Poet extraordinaire Joyce Sidman won the Newbery Honor Medal for Dark
Emperor and Other Poems of the Night and continues to write poetry for children that has been called "fresh," "inspiring," and "accessible" to
her young audience. She is intrigued by the idea of "words of power"—chants and charms that were once believed to have real influence in
everyday life. Caldecott Honor-winning Pamela Zagarenski's beautiful art captures a world of emotion and the essence of Sidman's words.
Alex Dimitrov’s third book, Love and Other Poems, is full of praise for the world we live in. Taking time as an overarching
structure—specifically, the twelve months of the year—Dimitrov elevates the everyday, and speaks directly to the reader as if the poem were a
phone call or a text message. From the personal to the cosmos, the moon to New York City, the speaker is convinced that love is “our best
invention.” Dimitrov doesn’t resist joy, even in despair. These poems are curious about who we are as people and shamelessly interested in
hope.
A collection of poems, illustrated by handmade quilts, explores peace in all its forms, from peace at home and within oneself to peace on a
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global scale.
In 1956, one year before federal troops escorted the Little Rock 9 into Central High School, fourteen year old Jo Ann Allen was one of twelve
African-American students who broke the color barrier and integrated Clinton High School in Tennessee. At first things went smoothly for the
Clinton 12, but then outside agitators interfered, pitting the townspeople against one another. Uneasiness turned into anger, and even the
Clinton Twelve themselves wondered if the easier thing to do would be to go back to their old school. Jo Ann--clear-eyed, practical, tolerant,
and popular among both black and white students---found herself called on as the spokesperson of the group. But what about just being a
regular teen? This is the heartbreaking and relatable story of her four months thrust into the national spotlight and as a trailblazer in history.
Based on original research and interviews and featuring backmatter with archival materials and notes from the authors on the co-writing
process.
Celebrates the animals who hibernate and survive in the cold during the winter months.
A collection of poems that celebrates the wonder, mystery, and danger of the night and describes the many things that hide in the dark.
Sidman’s lyrical poetry and Krommes’ charming illustrations illuminate this intriguing shape found all throughout the universe. Young
readers will enjoy discovering all of the different spirals in nature in this ebook edition. What makes the tiny snail shell so beautiful? Why does
that shape occur in nature over and over again—in rushing rivers, in a flower bud, even inside your ear? With simplicity and grace, Sidman
and Krommes not only reveal the many spirals in nature—from fiddleheads to elephant tusks, from crashing waves to spiraling galaxies—but
also celebrate the beauty and usefulness of this fascinating shape.
Robin Coste Lewis's electrifying collection is a triptych that begins and ends with lyric poems meditating on the roles desire and race play in
the construction of the self. In the center of the collection is the title poem, "Voyage of the Sable Venus," an amazing narrative made up
entirely of titles of artworks from ancient times to the present-titles that feature or in some way comment on the black female figure in Western
art. Bracketed by Lewis's own autobiographical poems, "Voyage" is a tender and shocking meditation on the fragmentary mysteries of
stereotype, juxtaposing our names for things with what we actually see and know. A new understanding of biography and the self, this
collection questions just where, historically, do ideas about the black female figure truly begin-five hundred years ago, five thousand, or even
longer? And what role did art play in this ancient, often heinous story? Here we meet a poet who adores her culture and the beauty to be
found within it. Yet she is also a cultural critic alert to the nuances of race and desire-how they define us all, including her own sometimes
painful history. Lewis's book is a thrilling aesthetic anthem to the complexity of race-a full embrace of its pleasure and horror, in equal parts.
A celebration of canine companions in poems, prose, and pictures: “The selections are funny, adoring, exasperated, and most of all grateful”
(Booklist). There’s no relationship quite like the ones we have with our dogs—dogs who befriend us; dogs who annoy, perplex, and accept us.
This book explores the special bond between teenagers and their dogs—how days of crowded hallways, pointless assignments, and blinding
crushes are brought to balance by our dogs. Including insightful poems by Joyce Sidman and essays in which teens speak for themselves, as
well as beautiful photographs by Doug Mindell, The World According to Dog reminds us that at the end of the day, waiting at home, there is
always Dog—full of hope and companionship.
Presents poems describing inventors and their inventions, including the invention of the printing press, dishwasher, and velcro.
Discover the hidden world of the meadow in this unique combination of poetry riddles and science wisdom. Beginning with the rising sun and
ending with twilight, this book takes us on a tour through the fields, encouraging us to watch for a nest of rabbits, a foamy spittlebug, a
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leaping grasshopper, bright milkweed, a quick fox, and a cruising hawk.

A creature whispers: If not for the cat, And the scarcity of cheese, I could be content. Who is this creature? What does it
like to eat? Can you solve the riddle? Seventeen haiku composed by master poet Jack Prelutsky and illustrated by
renowned artist Ted Rand ask you to think about seventeen favorite residents of the animal kingdom in a new way. On
these glorious and colorful pages you will meet a mouse, a skunk, a beaver, a hummingbird, ants, bald eagles, jellyfish,
and many others. Who is who? The answer is right in front of you. But how can you tell? Think and wonder and look and
puzzle it out!
Animal lovers will laugh out loud at the quirkiness of their feline friends with these insightful and curious poems from the
singular minds of funny cats. In this hilarious, bestselling book of tongue-in-cheek poetry. The author of the internationally
syndicated comic strip Sally Forth helps cats unlock their creative potential and explain their odd behavior to ignorant
humans. With titles like "Who Is That on Your Lap?," "This Is My Chair," "Kneel Before Me," "Nudge," and "Some of My
Best Friends Are Dogs," the poems collected in I Could Pee on This perfectly capture the inner workings of the cat
psyche. With photos of the cat "authors" throughout, this whimsical animal book reveals kitties at their wackiest, and most
exasperating (but always lovable). Ideal for that "crazy cat lady" or "cat mom/dad" in your life this collection of poems
makes for the perfect cat-themed gift for anyone who's obsessed with our feline friends.
Eleven poems present life from the point of view of various animal fathers and their young, including Emperor penguins,
Nile crocodiles, and giant water bugs.
Though left uncompleted, “Kubla Khan” is one of the most famous examples of Romantic era poetry. In it, Samuel
Coleridge provides a stunning and detailed example of the power of the poet’s imagination through his whimsical
description of Xanadu, the capital city of Kublai Khan’s empire. Samuel Coleridge penned “Kubla Khan” after waking up
from an opium-induced dream in which he experienced and imagined the realities of the great Mongol ruler’s capital city.
Coleridge began writing what he remembered of his dream immediately upon waking from it, and intended to write two to
three hundred lines. However, Coleridge was interrupted soon after and, his memory of the dream dimming, was
ultimately unable to complete the poem. HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of literature to life in digital format,
upholding the highest standards in ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the
HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital library.
Poems and factual information about some of the creatures that live on Planet Earth.
A collection of poems that provide a look at some of the animals, insects, and plants that are found in ponds, with
accompanying information about each.
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A collection of poems reflecting the experiences of a little English boy growing up in the early part of the twentieth
century.
If you look closely, you will find that the world is bursting, swelling, budding, and ripening with round things awaiting
discovery—like eggs about to hatch, sunflowers stretching toward the sun, or planets slowly spinning together for billions
of years.Whimsical and imaginative, this poetic ode to all that is round and full of wonder by the Newbery Honor–winning
author and poet Joyce Sidman, with illustrations by the two-time New York Best Illustrated Book award recipient Taeeun
Yoo, inspires curiosity and wonder for this (round) little earth we call home.
Come feel the cool and shadowed breeze, come smell your way among the trees, come touch rough bark and leathered leaves:
Welcome to the night. Welcome to the night, where mice stir and furry moths flutter. Where snails spiral into shells as orb spiders
circle in silk. Where the roots of oak trees recover and repair from their time in the light. Where the porcupette eats
delicacies—raspberry leaves!—and coos and sings. Come out to the cool, night wood, and buzz and hoot and howl—but do beware
of the great horned owl—for it’s wild and it’s windy way out in the woods!
George Washington Carver was born a slave in Missouri about 1864 and was raised by the childless white couple who had owned
his mother. In 1877 he left home in search of an education, eventually earning a master's degree. In 1896, Booker T. Washington
invited Carver to start the agricultural department at the all-black-staffed Tuskegee Institute, where he spent the rest of his life
seeking solutions to the poverty among landless black farmers by developing new uses for soil-replenishing crops such as
peanuts, cowpeas, and sweet potatoes. Carver's achievements as a botanist and inventor were balanced by his gifts as a painter,
musician, and teacher. This Newbery Honor Book and Coretta Scott King Author Honor Book by Marilyn Nelson provides a
compelling and revealing portrait of Carver's complex, richly interior, profoundly devout life.
Reading Children’s Literature offers insights into the major discussions and debates currently animating the field of children’s
literature. Informed by recent scholarship and interest in cultural studies and critical theory, it is a compact core text that introduces
students to the historical contexts, genres, and issues of children’s literature. A beautifully designed and illustrated supplement to
individual literary works assigned, it also provides apparatus that makes it a complete resource for working with children’s
literature during and after the course. The second edition includes a new chapter on children’s literature and popular culture
(including film, television, and merchandising) and has been updated throughout to reflect recent scholarship and new offerings in
children’s media.
There are planes to fly and buses to catch, but a child uses the power of words, in the form of an invocation, to persuade fate to
bring her family a snow day — a day slow and unhurried enough to spend at home together. In a spare text that reads as pure song
and illustrations of astonishingly beautiful scratchboard art, Sidman and Krommes remind us that sometimes, if spoken from the
heart, wishes really can come true.
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Includes a reader's guide and an author's note.
Robert F. Sibert Medal winner Bugs, of all kinds, were considered to be “born of mud” and to be “beasts of the devil.” Why would
anyone, let alone a girl, want to study and observe them? One of the first naturalists to observe live insects directly, Maria Sibylla
Merian was also one of the first to document the metamorphosis of the butterfly. In this visual nonfiction biography, richly illustrated
throughout with full-color original paintings by Merian herself, the Newbery Honor–winning author Joyce Sidman paints her own
picture of one of the first female entomologists and a woman who flouted convention in the pursuit of knowledge and her passion
for insects. Booklist Editor’s Choice Chicago Public Library Best of 2018 Kirkus Best book of 2018 2018 Bulletin Blue Ribbon
Book Junior Library Guild Selection New York Public Library Top 10 Best Books of 2018
In haiku, pantoums, two-part poems, snippets, and rhymes, Mrs. Merz's class puts together a book of poems of apology, which
includes writings on such topics as crushes, overbearing parents, loving and losing pets, and fighting with siblings.
Introduces various poems by such authors as Shakespeare, E.E. Cummings, and Langston Hughes and presents annotations that
define unfamiliar vocabulary, point out significant features, and highlight relevant biographical information.
We walk on Earth's surface every day, but how often do we wonder about the incredible planet around us? From the molten cracks
below to the shimmering moon above, Hello, Earth! explores the wonders of the natural world. This playful journey across our
puzzle-piece continents does not hesitate to ask questions--even of the Earth itself! Joyce Sidman's imaginative poems encourage
boundless curiosity, and Miren Asiain Lora's stunning paintings capture the beauty of Earth's ecosystems, creatures, and
powerhouse plants. The book concludes with extensive scientific material to foster further learning about how the earth works,
from water cycles to plate tectonics to the origin of ocean tides. A gorgeous, expansive celebration of science and art, Hello, Earth!
is a book to cherish in whatever landscape you call home.
A story in concrete poetry in which a dog slips out of his house and meets a white cat left alone on the street. Together their
adventure begins.
Dark Emperor and Other Poems of the NightHoughton Mifflin Harcourt
Capturing the joy of finding a kindred spirit, this stunning picture book by Newbery Honor–winning poet Joyce Sidman tells the
story of a lonely girl moving into a new home and the little treefrog that helps her connect to the beautiful world around her. Perfect
for fans of A Butterfly Is Patient and They Saw a Cat. I See You suddenly among the tangled green a tiny dollop of frog where
before there was only leaf . . . Are you new here too? When a shy girl moves to a strange new home, she discovers a treefrog
perched in a secret spot nearby and learns that sometimes, all it takes to connect with the people and the world around us is a
little patience, a curious mind, and a willingness to see the world through a different perspective than your own. With beautiful
gouache illustrations by Diana Sudyka and magical, perceptive poems from Newbery Honor–winning author Joyce Sidman, the
lives of one tree frog and the girl who discovers it converge, bringing solace, courage, and joy in finding a kindred spirit.
Presents a series of poems which pay tribute to the limitless worlds available through books, as characters plead for sequels, strut
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fancy jackets, and have a raucous party in the aisles after a bookstore closes for the night.
Part anagram, part rebus, part riddle - this brand new poetic form turns word puzzles into poetry.
A piercing, unflinching new volume offers necessary music for our tumultuous present, from “perhaps the best public poet we
have” (Boston Globe). In her first volume of new poems in twelve years, Rita Dove investigates the vacillating moral compass
guiding America’s, and the world’s, experiments in democracy. Whether depicting the first Jewish ghetto in sixteenth-century
Venice or the contemporary efforts of Black Lives Matter, a girls’ night clubbing in the shadow of World War II or the doomed
nobility of Muhammad Ali’s conscious objector stance, this extraordinary poet never fails to connect history’s grand exploits to the
triumphs and tragedies of individual lives. Meticulously orchestrated and musical in its forms, Playlist for the Apocalypse collects a
dazzling array of voices: an elevator operator simmers with resentment, an octogenarian dances an exuberant mambo, a spring
cricket philosophizes with mordant humor on hip hop, critics, and Valentine’s Day. Calamity turns all too personal in the book’s
final section, “Little Book of Woe,” which charts a journey from terror to hope as Dove learns to cope with debilitating chronic
illness. At turns audaciously playful and grave, alternating poignant meditations on mortality and acerbic observations of injustice,
Playlist for the Apocalypse takes us from the smallest moments of redemption to catastrophic failures of the human soul. Listen
up, the poet says, speaking truth to power; what you’ll hear in return is “a lifetime of song.”
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